
1. There are 4 leads coming out from the fixture - 2 leads for each socket. Connect     
 the two white leads to one of the main 12V supply cable wires using supplied  
 wire connector.  Connect the two black leads to the remaining 12V main supply  
 cable wire using supplied wire connector.  Twist connectors clockwise until they  
 are hand tight. 

2. Tuck wire connectors inside canopy and using Phillips #2 Screwdriver, mount  
 canopy to desired surface with the two supplied stainless steel screws.  Make  
 sure gasket seats properly around the edge of canopy for weather proof seal. 

3. Provide 12V power to the fixture and check for proper operation.

LAMP INSTALLATION/REPLACEMENT

CAUTION: Do not exceed maximum wattage marked on fixture label.

INSPECTED BY:
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS FOR

SL-16-MR16 UP/DOWN WALL MOUNT LIGHT - 12 VOLT

1. To prevent electrical shock, disconnect fixture from 12V power supply  
 before servicing.

2. Unscrew each lens cap.

3. Pinch lamp retaining ring together to release MR16 and lift bulb to remove.

4. Pull MR16 Bi-Pin lamp from socket. Replace with correct wattage MR16  
 Bi-Pin lamp marked on fixture label.

5.  Insert lamp retaining ring back into it’s groove to secure lamp in place.

6. Screw lens cap back onto fixture.

IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS TO REDUCE THE RISK OF FIRE
AND INJURY TO PERSONS:

1. Lamp gets hot quickly; turn off, unplug/disconnect and allow to cool down before   
replacing the light bulb.
2. DO NOT touch hot lens, guard or enclosure.
3. DO NOT look into lamp when on.
4. Keep lamp away from materials that may burn.
5. Use only with wattage/lamp marked on fixture warning and instructions.
6. Use the right light bulb base with the right socket.
7. DO NOT operate fixture with missing or damaged parts. 
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